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In his address to the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu expressed his condolences to the relatives of the
Holocaust victims. Netanyahu said: Netanyahu to stand trial for bribery "Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu will be charged with the offenses of
bribery, fraud and breach of trust related to Netanyahu's acceptance of illicit gifts from billionaire businessman Arnon Milchan, including
expensive furniture from a Jerusalem-based company whose founder gave Netanyahu's wife, Sara, hundreds of thousands of shekels. Other illegal
gifts include cigars and champagne." In the most recent police documents, it was alleged that Netanyahu and his wife accepted an expensive
dining table from Milchan for the Netanyahus' dining room. Netanyahu also reportedly accepted more than $100,000 worth of cigars from the
Israeli-born Milchan, who was working as a Hollywood producer. Milchan also paid for the couple's home in the exclusive Hebrew University
community of Safra Square, as well as other expenses. In 2014, Milchan was one of 52 people indicted in the United States under the Lobbying
Disclosure Act. In June 2019, Attorney General William Barr filed an indictment with the Central District of California, accusing Netanyahu of
"a bribery scheme in which you accepted bribes and other things of value from [Arnon] Milchan, who is a U.S. citizen, in exchange for good and
favorable decisions concerning Milchan’s business ventures and proposals, including the appointment of Milchan as chair of the board of the
Israel Film Council, and favorable outcomes in two special investigations of Milchan’s conduct by the Israeli Ministry of Finance in 2008 and
2014." In his address Netanyahu had said, "I have already done public and written declarations in the framework of several police investigations
and it is clear to me, that all of the wrongdoing attributed to me relates to actions that I took as prime minister, as the head of the Likud,
as the head of the Kadima [coalition party] and as head of the government. No one else is responsible for my actions." Speaking at the United
States Holocaust Memorial Museum, Netanyahu said that he was being unfairly targeted and accused by "evil forces" and had denied the claims.
Speaking before the museum, he said he had not given Milchan any special treatment, and that Milchan had been treated no differently than other
wealthy Israel supporters. According to the New York Times, Netanyahu "did not say whether he had accepted cash or other gifts as a result of
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